NO. | NOTES - SINGLE RACK IDF | PART NUMBER
--- | --- | ---
1 | EQUIPMENT BY NCSS - COOPER B-LINE RMX+ RACK MTD/HORZ CABLE MANAGER, PLASTIC FINGER STYLE [1RU], FLAT BLACK. | 5880705618F
2 | EQUIPMENT BY NCSS - LEVITON B4HC VOICE GRADE PATCH PANEL, 130 TERMINATION. | 49013-24
3 | INSTALL LEVITON A/24 PORT LEAF. PORT PLUG PORT PLUG Ports Panel, 24 PK. M1 NUMBERS LABELS, EQUIP WITH LEVITON QUICK PORT CONNECTOR AS REQUIRED, [PART NO. 6A 10G RCL & 6A 10G DB]. | 49255-NC5
4 | INSTALL COOPER B-LINE RMX+ RACK MTD/HORZ CABLE MANAGER, PLASTIC FINGER STYLE [2RU], FLAT BLACK. | 5880705618F
5 | EQUIPMENT BY NCSS - [2RU], SPACE FOR POWERSTRIP. | 
6 | INSTALL CORNING PREMIUM CONNECTOR HOUSING [2RU], EQUIP WITH CONNECTOR PANELS AS REQUIRED [PART NO. CH-CP1564 & CH-CP1565]. | FCH-02J
7 | INSTALL 1/2 B-LINE TWO POST NETWORK EQUIPMENT RACK, 3" UPRIGHTS, 19"W & 84"H, FLAT BLACK. | 5845000814FB
8 | INSTALL COOPER B-LINE RMX+ CABLE MANAGER, DOUBLE SIDED, W/ EXTENDED DEPTH (FRONT SIDE) FINGER STYLE & STANDARD DEPTH (REAR SIDE), GATE STYLE: 4"W X 20"H X 24"D & 84", FLAT BACK, W/O COVER. INSTALL BY USING THE TWO SQUARE NOTCH MOUNTING HOLES IN THE FRONT HALF OF THE MANAGER TO FASTEN TO THE SIDE RAIL OF THE EQUIPMENT RACK. | CC18006604
9 | INSTALL (4) EACH COOPER B-LINE RMX+CM PLASTIC GATE SECTIONS, 6"W, SPACED 9" APART, VERTICALLY. | 58802641F
10 | INSTALL (4) EACH COOPER B-LINE RMX+CM CABLE RETAINING BARS, 2"W, TWO IN UPPER HALF & TWO IN LOWER HALF OF VERTICAL MANAGERS, EVENLY SPACED. | CC180066079
11 | INSTALL (4) EACH COOPER B-LINE RMX+CM PLASTIC CABLE RETAINING GATES, 6"W, SPACED 12" APART VERTICALLY. | 
12 | INSTALL (2) LEVITON HIGH DENSITY CABLE MANAGEMENT BARS ONTO REAR OF RACK, ALIGNED WITH EACH PATCH PANEL. | 49055-00W
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